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Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analysis is crucial for the diag-
nosis of mitochondrial disorders, forensic investigations, and
basic research. Existing pipelines are complex, expensive, and
require specializedpersonnel. Inmany cases, including thediag-
nosis of detrimental single nucleotide variants (SNVs), mtDNA
analysis is still carried out using Sanger sequencing. Here, we
developed a simple workflow and a publicly available webserver
namedMitopore that allows the detection of mtDNA SNVs, in-
dels, and haplogroups. To simplifymtDNAanalysis, we tailored
our workflow to process noisy long-read sequencing data for
mtDNA analysis, focusing on sequence alignment and param-
eter optimization.We implementedMitopore with eliBQ (elim-
inate badquality reads), an innovative quality enhancement that
permits the increase of per-base quality of over 20% for low-
quality data. The whole Mitopore workflow and webserver
were validated using patient-derived and induced pluripotent
stem cells harboring mtDNA mutations. Mitopore streamlines
mtDNA analysis as an easy-to-use fast, reliable, and cost-effec-
tive analysis method for both long- and short-read sequencing
data. This significantly enhances the accessibility of mtDNA
analysis and reduces the cost per sample, contributing to the
progress of mtDNA-related research and diagnosis.

INTRODUCTION
Mitochondria are greatly responsible for energy production in most
eukaryotic organisms.1 They contain their own maternally inherited
genome, collectively referred to as mtDNA.2,3 mtDNA encodes for
13 proteins, 22 tRNAs, and two rRNAs that ensure mitochondrial res-
piratory chain function.3 Mitochondrial DNA mutations—SNVs, in-
dels, and large-scale deletions—are an important cause of inheritable
mitochondrial diseases.4 In addition, somatic mtDNAmutations may
accumulate upon environmental exposure, aging, and neurodegener-
ation, and may contribute to cancer development.5–8 Distinct in-
herited mtDNA SNV patterns define haplogroups, which are indica-
tive of genetic ancestry.9 mtDNA analysis is thus also used for forensic
analysis.10,11 In addition, mtDNA integrity needs to be guaranteed for
the quality control of primary cells, including human induced plurip-
otent stem cells (iPSCs).12,13

Several mtDNA features need to be considered when performing
sequencing data analysis. (1) Approximately 0.0087% of the nuclear
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genome has been reported to be mtDNA-derived nuclear mtDNA
segments (NUMTs).14 This requires rigorous data processing to
exclude genomic DNA contaminations. (2) Because mtDNA refer-
ence sequences are linear, accurate alignment of the�16.5 kbp circu-
lar mtDNA in the artificial breakage regions is difficult. (3) Mitochon-
dria and mtDNA exist as multicopies.15 These up to thousands of
mtDNA copies per cell can exhibit different SNVs, either in only a
subset (heteroplasmy) or all (homoplasmy) copies.16,17 A high degree
of sequencing and alignment accuracy are thus necessary to distin-
guish different variants.

mtDNA heteroplasmy can be disease associated or disease causa-
tive—for example, when crossing a certain threshold upon which
the respiratory chain is negatively affected.18,19 mtDNA mutations
are generally classified as follows: usually benign homoplasmic hap-
logroup-associated SNVs, organ-specific disease-associated muta-
tions, or systemic disease-associated mutations.20–22 Accurate anal-
ysis is thus paramount to understand the relationship between
mtDNA sequence and disease phenotypes.

Despite its importance, current mtDNA analysis approaches exhibit
several limitations that preclude broad use. Many users rely on Sanger
sequencing, which exhibits low sensitivity. Furthermore, it is imprac-
tical for higher throughput and multiplexed analyses due to the high
per-sample costs, labor intensity, and need for meticulous primer
design to account for NUMTs.

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) enables high throughput, but
accessibility is limited by substantial upfront investments and the
availability of software tools. Existing solutions are often user-un-
friendly and require additional data postprocessing,23–25 requiring
a certain level of understanding of the underlying concepts. Conse-
quently, sophisticated bioinformatic analysis is still required,
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Figure 1. The Mitopore workflow

The Mitopore workflow enables mtDNA analysis within 1 day. The workflow consists of 4 distinct steps: (1) cell lysis, DNA extraction, and mtDNA amplification by PCR; (2)

PCR product purification and preparation of the sequencing library; (3) real-time adaptive sequencing using ONT long-read sequencing; and (4) upload to the Mitopore

webserver and automated analysis. The final mutation analysis provides a comprehensive overview of identified mutations and sets them in the context of disease-causing

known and potentially harmful unknown variants.
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precluding routine analysis of mtDNA by many laboratories and
clinicians.

To democratize mtDNA analysis, we developed Mitopore, a complete
workflow and user-friendly webserver that uses cost- and time-effec-
tive noisy error-prone Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) long-
read sequencing data.

RESULTS
Development of the Mitopore workflow to enrich and sequence

mtDNA

To develop our pipeline, we defined the following pillars:

(1) Accessibility: a pipeline used by a broad range of users needs to be
cost-effective in terms of upfront investment and consumables.

(2) Integrity analysis: integration of a mtDNA analysis workflow into
quality control and diagnosis pipelines needs to cover the most
important integrity aspects, including SNV/indel, and large-scale
deletion detection.

(3) Multiplexing: to enable simultaneous processing of multiple sam-
ples, a pipeline should support multiplexing.

To account for these pillars, we made use of ONT sequencing to
develop our pipeline. ONT devices and low-depth Flongle flow cells
are cost-effective and can be used without extensive training. ONT
sequencing facilitates the identification of SNVs/indels26 and of larger
deletions that may not be captured by short-read sequencing due to
fragmentation and assembly challenges.27 Finally, multiplexing
(e.g., of PCR amplicons) is enabled through barcoding by ligation
and can be optimized to fit individual experimental needs, such as
the number of necessary reads.28

We used a PCR-based enrichment step to prevent contamination by
NUMTs and to enable low input amounts. The whole mtDNA was
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enriched using a set of nine overlapping primers (Table S1), as previ-
ously described.29 If one is interested in only a specific position, a
reduced set of amplicons can be used to increase read depth per sam-
ple and multiplexing capacity. Followed by purification and library
preparation, samples are loaded onto a Flongle flow cell and subjected
to an 8- to 12-h sequencing run followed by analysis (Figure 1).

Importantly, ONT sequencing offers adaptive sequencing by
providing real-time data output. This enables the optimization of
run time to potentially further reduce time until results can be
analyzed. Subsequently, FASTQ output files can directly be used for
analysis without the need for further processing.
Estimation of read depth and sensitivity for mtDNA variant

detection

Determining the minimum required number of reads per sample is
essential to enable estimation of multiplexing capacity and to call a
certain variant with high confidence. Focusing on ONT sequencing
with Flongle flow cells, we aimed to determine this minimum
number.

We adapted a mathematical model (see materials and methods) and
calculated the number of reads per sample necessary to identify the
heteroplasmy level of a variant X within 90–99% confidence intervals
(Table S2). Based on our model, the required number of reads ranges
from 18 to 43 (for a heteroplasmy level of 0.95) to 6,386–15,614 (for a
heteroplasmy level of 0.05).

To test these estimations and benchmark our solution, we per-
formed a NGS experiment on an Illumina MiSeq sequencing device.
We used samples with known heteroplasmy levels under various
PCR conditions to reduce the risk of PCR bias (see materials and
methods). Depending on the conditions and the resulting number
4



Figure 2. Estimated number of reads to call a variant of interest with high confidence

(A) A sample with a known heteroplasmy level of 0.2 was downsampled to simulate datasets with fewer reads. These downsampled data were subjected to variant calling and

the observed heteroplasmy for a given sample plotted against the number of reads at this position within the sample. The margin of error (here: 10% ± of the actual het-

eroplasmy) is marked by thin red lines on the y axis and the 90%, 95%, and 99% (from left to right) CIs by dashed blue lines on the x axis. Heteroplasmy for downsampled (5

times resampled using different seeds) samples derived from targeted ( i.e., 1 specific�2 kbp amplicon) mtDNA analysis. (B) CIs and margins of error are adjusted based on

the actual detected mutation rate of 0.18 after data analysis and are based on the number of necessary reads estimation for a heteroplasmy of 0.18, demonstrating the

accuracy of the reads estimation model.
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of reads (only samples with >1,000 reads were considered), the het-
eroplasmy levels were determined to be 0 (UMGi176-A cl. 1), 0.18–
0.2 (UMGi176-A cl. 5), and 0.35–0.37 (UMGi176-A cl. 2; Table S3).
We then performed ONT sequencing on the 0.18–0.2 clone
(UMGi176-A cl. 5), downsampled the number of reads, and per-
formed variant calling. By plotting the observed heteroplasmy levels
against the number of reads, the observed heteroplasmy levels are
within the desired measurement ± margin of error corridor pre-
dicted from our estimation (Figure 2A). The mutation frequency
we detected with ONT sequencing was 0.183, which is in line
with the NGS data. Based on our mathematical model, the necessary
number of reads to detect a heteroplasmy level of 0.18 with 99%
confidence is 2,456, which is in line with our data (Figure 2B). To
determine the lower limit of detection, we mixed DNA of a sample
homoplasmic for m4295G with a sample homoplasmic for m4295A
at varying ratios and performed targeted mtDNA sequencing (Fig-
ure S1). Based on these results, we conclude that the lower limit
of heteroplasmy detection is 0.05.

Development of the Mitopore webserver

We recognized that merely describing the workflow is insufficient to
promote widespread adoption. The main challenges are the need for
bioinformatics expertise and the lack of user-friendly tools to process
FASTQ data.

To tackle these problems, we developed a user-friendly software
called Mitopore and implemented it as a webserver using Python,
Java, and R (Figure S2). Our initial goal was to find the most suitable
aligner for the analysis of ONT sequencing-derived mtDNA data.
Based on own tests and reports from the literature,29,30 we decided
to implement Minimap231 for reference sequence alignment
because it outperforms other aligners in terms of speed and
coverage.28,30
Molec
Next, we ensured that Mitopore accurately identifies and robustly
classifies SNVs, indels, and haplogroups. To enable the execution
of these analyses, we integrated existing pipelines processing
NGS-derived data in Mitopore: Mutserve for SNV calling, Mutect2
for indel calling, and Haplogrep 3 for haplogroup calling.24,32,33

Mutserve outperforms other existing tools for mtDNA variant call-
ing and is able to process hundreds of binary alignment map (BAM)
files within a couple of minutes.34 Mutect2 is a part of the genome
analysis toolkit (GATK) maintained by the Broad Institute35,36

and was recently updated by a mitochondria mode enabling SNV
and indel calling.33 Since FASTQ quality filtering performed by
the sequencer does not take individual base quality into account,
we aimed to improve per-base read quality. Therefore, we developed
an additional step to eliminate bad quality (eliBQ) reads. The eliBQ
tool removes individual bases below a quality threshold of 6. Thus,
reads are split into smaller pieces above a minimum length of 50 nt
(Figure 3A). Based on these settings, quality scores are improved by
�20% (Figure 3B) due to the removal of low-quality bases that are
otherwise “protected” by the higher average quality across the whole
read. This is a major step forward, because only by using this “short
read-like”-based approach can FASTQ files from noisy ONT
sequencing be subjected to indel calling by Mutect2. By using semi-
synthetic datasets based on original sequencing data, we demon-
strate the applicability of eliBQ to enable indel calling with Mutect2
(Figure 3C). Taken together, these three tools are a solid foundation
upon which to build a comprehensive analysis software. By imple-
menting these pipelines, Mitopore offers an integrated solution for
analyzing and identifying mtDNA indels and SNVs, eliminating
the need for bioinformatics knowledge. Mitopore provides an intu-
itive interface and streamlined functionalities to facilitate the inter-
pretation of mtDNA analysis results. Identified SNVs are annotated
with the latest data from MITOMAP.37,38 Haplotype analysis helps
to evaluate identified SNVs because they are, for example, less likely
ular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 2024 3
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Figure 3. Quality improvement by the eliBQ tool enables mtDNA indel calling

(A) The eliBQ principle is based on taking individual base quality into account. Low-quality bases are removed and reads are split accordingly into smaller pieces above a

certain length threshold. Resulting short-read sequences are stored in the eliBQ FASTQ format, where each read is split into fragments and displays improved quality per

base. (B) Quality score comparison between original FASTQ files and eliBQ postprocessed data. The eliBQ filtering increases per read Phred quality by removing low-quality

bases below a Phred score of 6. Average Phred base quality (log2) is plotted against the proportion of reads assigned to this group. The graph demonstrates how eliBQ

improves ONT-derived basecalling by postprocessing FASTQ files. (C) eliBQ enables indel calling of noisy long-read sequencing data by Mutect2 at 2 positions that were

introduced artificially in an original sequencing dataset obtained in our laboratory.
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disease relevant when they are haplogroup defining. By developing
Mitopore, we aim to enhance accessibility and standardization in
mtDNA analysis for researchers across various expertise levels.
The results are presented as an interactive Circular Genome Viewer
(CGV) plot (Figure 4A) and contain information on read quality
and length (Figure 4B) and on mapping accuracy to the reference
genome (Figure 4C). In addition, identified variants are annotated
based on the MITOMAP database38 and visualized in a disease
variant plot (Figure 4D). This visualization enables the user to
quickly assess the mtDNA integrity of an analyzed sample and iden-
tify suspicious variants that may warrant further investigation. All of
the data are included as a comprehensive table containing informa-
tion on identified variants and their heteroplasmy levels as well as
haplogroup identification.

Haplogroup classification using Mitopore

To demonstrate the usability of Mitopore for iPSC quality control, we
analyzed the mtDNA of nine iPSC lines. The median sequencing
depth was 1,440–5,482 reads per position for the total and 1,438–
5,443 reads per position for the protein-coding part of the mtDNA
(Table 1).

Initially, haplogroup calling quality was low. Upon inspection, we
found a high number of variants flagged with “STRAND_BIAS”
4 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 202
and thus were excluded from the final variant call format (vcf) results
file. Although our high-coverage long reads-based approach is not
prone to strand bias, we nonetheless inspected the coverage from a
representative BAM file containing a high number of strand bias-
flagged SNVs. Even in this extreme sample, we found the coverage
to be relatively uniform, with a maximum difference in favor of one
strand over the other being 0.661 vs. 0.339 (Figure S3). To estimate
the maximum effect of differing strand coverages, we calculated the
effect size and assumed different heteroplasmy levels based on the
reverse strand starting from 0.1 to 1 on both strands (Figure S4).
We found that for a stable heteroplasmy level of 1 on the forward
strand, the chance of underestimation for the observed maximum
of 0.661 vs. 0.339 strand coverage was �0.3.

mtDNA haplogroups are usually defined by homoplasmic SNVs.
Strand bias logically does not apply for final heteroplasmy levels of
R0.9 at high read depths. Consequently, we ignored the strand bias
flag for these cases based on the calculation of necessary reads for ac-
curate population representation (Table S2). We then implemented
the creation of a HaploGrep hsd file24 containing SNVs with hetero-
plasmy levelsR0.75. By using this strategy, iPSC lines derived from a
common parental cell line were identified to belong to the same hap-
logroup. This analysis helps to evaluate iPSC ancestry, and should be
implemented in iPSC quality control.
4



Figure 4. The Mitopore.de analysis output

(A) The circular genome viewer implementation enables

users to dynamically and interactively scan through the

mtDNA representation, including variant calling results from

the analyzed samples. Seamless zooming facilitates the

understanding of results and their categorization. The linear

mode further increases details by providing base-level in-

formation of depth and detected variants. (B) Analysis of

FASTQ input is performed and visualized as comprehensive

quality plots providing information on read lengths and

average read quality. This facilitates spotting sampling

errors between analyzed samples. (C) The tabular

representation of alignment parameters provides the most

important alignment information after mapping to the

reference sequence; in particular, the percentage of reads

mapped to the mitochondrial genome indicates the

sample purity and fidelity of the experiment. (D) The

disease variant plot enables quick assessment of mtDNA

integrity of analyzed samples with color-coding SNVs

according to their status as likely benign known

polymorphic (green) or potentially suspicious (red)

variants. The x axis indicates the position in the linear

mtDNA reference, and the y axis represents the level of

heteroplasmy for a given position. Protein-coding

sequences are indicated by the respective gene name

and blue boxes. In the given example, no suspicious

variants are present.
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To determine heteroplasmic variants, the strand bias filter needs to be
active. This is crucial because the risk of under- or overestimating po-
tential disease variants for a high-accuracy analysis where the identi-
fication of suspicious variants is paramount cannot be neglected.
Therefore, we decided to generate the final results file based on the
appropriate number of reads to call a heteroplasmy level at a high
confidence interval (90%). From the SNVs detected in the analyzed
iPSC lines, only one cell line exhibited a suspicious variant (Table 1;
Figure S5). This demonstrates how Mitopore can serve as an integral
and user-friendly part of iPSC quality control by allowing assessment
of the mtDNA integrity in minimum time.

Detection of clinically relevant SNVs and large-scale deletions

using Mitopore

To demonstrate the applicability and reliability of the Mitopore
workflow for potential application in a clinical setting, we further
Molecular Therapy: Metho
analyzed fibroblast and iPSC lines derived
from patients carrying known heteroplasmic or
known homoplasmic SNVs.39–42 Remarkably,
Mitopore was able to detect these SNVs with
high accuracy, which was in the expected range
and only slightly different (up to a 0.06 differ-
ence) from the original measurement with
homoplasmic mutations (Table 2, homoplasmic
samples). In cases of lower heteroplasmic levels
of 0.2 or 0.4 determined by short-read amplicon
sequencing (Table S3), the observed difference
was in the same range of 0.04–0.05 (Table 2, heteroplasmic
samples).

Analysis of mtDNA integrity further includes the detection of large-
scale deletions associated with severe metabolic diseases.43 Long-
read ONT sequencing enables the detection of large deletions and
structural rearrangements.44 The use of nine overlapping amplicons
and ONT sequencing is especially promising.45 To test our work-
flow in detecting large-scale deletions, we analyzed a sample of a pa-
tient who was originally diagnosed with a large deletion (�14 kbp)
associated with Pearson or Kearns-Sayre syndrome. Interestingly,
using our mtDNA enrichment step, we detected 3 bands, each �2
kbp in size. In contrast to the long-range PCR, this corresponds
to an �4.7 kbp stretch, suggesting a smaller deletion than antici-
pated. To enable automated detection of potential large deletions,
we implemented a script that extracts read coverage from aligned
ds & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 2024 5
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Table 1. Sample characteristics and detected SNVs of analyzed iPSC samples

iPSC line
Median read depth per mtDNA
position whole mtDNAa

Median read depth per mtDNA
position protein-coding mtDNAa

SNVs detected above coverage filter
(no described polymorphism) Top haplogroup hit

1 BIHi005 2,345 2,306 26 (1) HV

2 KOLF2.1J 5,482 5,443 45 K1a4a1a2a

3 DU247b 3,282 3,270 20 H6bc

4 DU225b 3,700 3,481 17 H6bc

5 AS789b 2,345 2,318 18 V+@72

6 DU211rd 2,012 1,900 13 H5b2

7 IMR90 3,411 3,405 38 W3a1

8 iPSC11 (no. 1) 2,922 2,917 48 T2c1d+152

9 iPSC11 (no. 2) 1,440 1,438 38 T2c1d+152

10 iPSC12 2,082 2,041 18 H6bc

A heteroplasmy level of at least 0.05 was set as the minimum to be considered. iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cell.
aDepth at variant calling position.
bInternal identifier (unpublished iPSC lines).
cSame parental (iPSC12) cell line.
dInternal identifier (alternative name: IUFi001).
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BAM files. We then sequenced the sample demonstrating auto-
mated detection of potential large deletions (Figure S6). Conclu-
sively, Mitopore enables detection not only of small indels but
also large-scale mtDNA deletions.
Performance of Mitopore with Illumina and Pacbio data

Other NGS approaches have been shown to produce high-quality
short (Illumina) and long (Pacbio) sequencing reads46,47 and are
generally considered to display superior quality compared to ONT
long-read sequencing. To benchmark the Mitopore workflow, we
subjected mtDNA reads derived from whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) data of the recently published iPSC reference line
KOLF2.1J48 to our webserver and compared the results to the
data from our workflow, including PCR enrichment and sequencing
on a Flongle flow cell (Figure 5). The variant detection threshold
was set to 0.05 because we determined this to be the lower detection
limit for the Mitopore workflow (Figure S1). After applying the
read-based coverage filter, the polynucleotide stretch filter, and
the haplogroup filter for high level heteroplasmies (see materials
and methods), the results from our Mitopore workflow were mostly
in line with the data obtained from higher-quality sequencing reads
and differed at only four positions. Only a few not-haplogroup-
defining variants were erroneously called at low heteroplasmy levels.
These resided mostly in poly C (m308–310, m5895, m6420, m8372),
in poly A (m5747), and in front of a CA repeat stretch (m513). In
three cases this inability of low-quality ONT sequencing to correctly
resolve polynucleotide stretches resulted in the inability to detect
haplogroup-defining variants (m73, m497, m12308). In one case,
an additional variant was called, but manual inspection of the
BAM file revealed the call to be erroneous (m8908). We thus recom-
mend consulting the BAM file in such situations or to perform
Sanger sequencing for clarification.
6 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 202
DISCUSSION
The present study aims to address challenges in existing mtDNA
analysis approaches by developing a unified, comprehensive mtDNA
screening workflow and pipeline. The primary objective was to create
an accessible, efficient workflow—from sample preparation to anal-
ysis—using cost-effective ONT sequencing. This process was
designed to reliably identify mtDNA indels, SNVs, and large-scale de-
letions and to classify mtDNA haplogroups.

Recently, several pipelines have been described that use ONT
sequencing data to identify SNVs using deep learning neural net-
works.49–52 Although they demonstrate the power of shallow ONT
WGS, none of those approaches are optimized for mtDNA analysis.
They require substantial computational power, including graphic
processing units, and the computation of results entails long waiting
times. In addition, these pipelines require implementation by bio-
informaticians, precluding their broad use.

Keraite and colleagues recently published a less-resource-intensive
approach for SNV detection using ONT sequencing, but it still re-
quires bioinformatic expertise to analyze the data.53 They enriched
mtDNA by digestion of genomic DNA and linearizing individual
mtDNA molecules using CRISPR-Cas9. This provides a more tar-
geted selection of the start and end of the resulting linear sequence
compared to conventional linearization, but comes at the cost of
reduced multiplexing capacity. We predict the data obtained from
this method to be compatible with our software, but at the time of
submitting this paper, they are not available for download.

In general populations, mtDNA indels (4%) are reported to be rare
compared to SNVs (96%),33 but they can still have significant conse-
quences for cellular function and contribute to mitochondrial disor-
ders.54 Consequently, the identification of mtDNA indels of different
4



Table 2. Sample characteristics and detected disease-associated SNVs for analyzed clinically relevant samples

Sample SNV Knowna SNV heteroplasmy level
Mitopore-measured SNV
heteroplasmy level Difference measured/known

Homoplasmic samples (heteroplasmy >90%)

DNA ATP6 iPS TDA2 m.9185T>C 1.0042 0.962 0.038

DNA ATP6 8993-C11 m.8993T>G 0.97441 0.924 0.05

DNA ATP6 8993-B12 m.8993T>C 0.98241 0.97 0.012

DNA ATP6 Fib 8993-D m.8993T>G 0.999b,41 0.938 0.061

DNA ATP6 Fib 8993-A m.8993T>G 0.975b,41 0.942 0.033

DNA CTL iPS TFBJ WT 0 0 0

DNA CTL NPC smXM001 WT 0 0 0

Fibroblasts “WA” m14487T>C 0.99 0.937 0.053

Fibroblasts “BL” m10197G>A 0.93 0.87 0.06

Heteroplasmic samples

UMGi176-A cl. 1a WT 0c 0 0

UMGi176-A cl. 5a m.13513G>A 0.18–0.2c 0.204 0.004–0.024

UMGi176-A cl. 2a m.13513G>A 0.35–0.39c 0.403 0.013–0.053

Fibroblasts “HE” m10191T>C 0.7 0.678 0.022

Large-scale deletion sample

Type Long-range PCR Mitopore

Fibroblasts “VH” Large-scale deletion
2 kbp band and 2
additional smaller
fragments (diagnostic finding)

Large-scale deletion of �12 kbp

CTL, control; iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cell; NGS, next-generation sequencing; NPC, neural progenitor cells; WT, wild type.
aOriginal heteroplasmy levels were measured with different techniques.
bSame levels as the resulting iPSC lines described in the original publication.
cDetermined by amplicon short-read NGS (Table S3).
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sizes using ONT sequencing has not been widely reported to date.
This challenge becomes particularly difficult when dealing with noisy
reads that are susceptible to sequencing errors and systematic
biases.55 To overcome this issue, we developed and effectively imple-
mented the eliBQ tool, which considers individual rather than average
base quality. This involves removal of low-quality bases, followed by
the segmentation of reads into smaller fragments above a specific
length threshold. By implementing eliBQ, both the accuracy and reli-
ability of noisy reads are strongly improved, enabling small indel
identification (Figure 4). However, larger deletions are easily detected
by inspecting the coverage of whole-mtDNA sequencing samples. In
addition, haplogroup analysis was implemented because it offers
valuable information about genetic diversity, ancestry, and migration.

We rigorously tested and benchmarked the Mitopore workflow and
software using a total of 23 cell lines, including >10 of each patient-
derived and iPSC cell lines. Among the patient-derived cell lines, one
was initially reported to exhibit a heteroplasmy level of 0.99. However,
using Mitopore, we detected a heteroplasmy of 0.67. Upon further
investigation, it was revealed that the actual heteroplasmy was initially
indeed found to be between 0.6 and 0.7, highlighting the accuracy of
Mitopore, which is of critical importance in a clinical setting.
Molec
The development of the Mitopore simplified pipeline and webserver
is of great significance for the scientific community for several rea-
sons. It overcomes the complexity and expertise required by existing
pipelines, makingmtDNA analysis more accessible to researchers and
clinicians.

The existing pipelines for mtDNA analysis differ in several key as-
pects from the Mitopore workflow and webserver. Most of them
are tailored to analyze data derived from high-quality short
read-based NGS data and take BAM files as input.56–58 These ap-
proaches require significant computational power and bio-
informatic expertise to process the data. In addition, they rely
on expensive sequencing devices, making them impractical for
the purpose described herein. We searched the literature for web-
server-based solutions to analyze mtDNA. Nevertheless, most of
them were offline, nonfunctional, or incapable of handling
FASTQ or BAM file inputs (Figure S7). The only solution theoret-
ically applicable to entry-level long-read sequencing data was
mtDNA-Server 2,59 which is based on mutserver. However, it
has not been optimized for low-quality ONT sequencing data.
Consequently, there was low certainty in variant calls, including
haplogroup-defining variants (Figure S8).
ular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 2024 7
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Figure 5. Comparison of Mitopore with high-quality

sequencing data

Heatmap showing the called variants above a threshold

level of 0.05 for third-generation long-read WGS (Pacbio,

ONT), next-generation short-read WGS (Illumina), and the

Mitopore approach with or without the application of various
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mtDNA reference position m3107. * m310 and m3107 are

often blacklisted by mtDNA variant calling tools because

variant calling in these regions is error prone. mutserver call,
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filter, without the haplogroup filter for high-level hetero-

plasmies applied; w/o poly filter, without the polynucleotide

stretch filter applied. Red arrowheads mark the positions
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curacy of the variant calling.
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By providing a user-friendly interface and eliminating the need for
additional bioinformatics tools, Mitopore streamlines the analysis
process and facilitates the generation of reliable and comprehensive
results in <24 h at reasonable cost (Table S4). The cost can be even
further reduced by using flow cells with more pores in cases of higher
sequencing throughput. Finally, the compatibility of Mitopore with
both long- and short-read sequencing data enhances its versatility
and applicability.

A noteworthy limitation of our study is the unavailability of biological
samples with indels for assessing the accuracy of indel detection using
eliBQ. In the future, we intend to include patient-derived samples car-
8 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 2024
rying small mtDNA indels, which will further
enhance our analysis pipeline.

Conclusions

Mitopore holds tremendous potential to accel-
erate mitochondrial research by offering a simpli-
fied and accessible mtDNA integrity analysis
approach. Mitopore supports multiplexing (e.g.,
of 6–8 whole-mtDNA or 18–24 targeted analyses
of individual amplicons with a Flongle flow cell),
thereby reducing sequencing costs to�19V–22V
per sample compared to the widely used Sanger
sequencing (Table S4). In addition, sample input
is substantially lower—for example, even using
the standard recommendations, 62.5 ng per sam-
ple are enough for whole-mtDNA sequencing us-
ing Mitopore compared to the�360 ng needed to
sequence 16 amplicons of �1 kbp size by Sanger
sequencing (Table S4). Mitopore aids in the iden-
tification of disease-causing mutations. By facili-
tating comprehensive and streamlined mtDNA
analysis, Mitopore paves the way for further exploration of mitochon-
drial biology and its implications in various diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture

Human parental iPSCs were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory
(Bar Harbor, ME, KOLF2.1J), WiCell (Madison, WI, IMR90), and
Cell Applications (San Diego, CA, iPSC-11, iPSC-12), provided by
the Stem Cell Unit of the University Medical Center Göttingen
(UMGi176-A cl. 1, cl. 2, cl. 5; use covered by study no. 2020-967_4
approved on 10.01.2024 by the Ethic Commission of the Medical Fac-
ulty of the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf), or the Medical
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University Düsseldorf (use of patient-derived fibroblasts and iPSCs
covered by ethic vote no. 4161 [ethical approval no. 5471]; study
no. 2020-967_3 approved on 25.09.2022 of the Heinrich Heine Uni-
versity Düsseldorf), respectively. The reader should note that some of
these lines were genetically modified in-house. iPSCs were cultured
following a previously established protocol.60 In brief, iPSCs were
grown in mTeSR plus complete medium on 6-well plates coated
with growth factor-reduced Geltrex (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wal-
tham, MA). To extract the total DNA, cells were incubated with Pro-
teinase K (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany, 0.2 mg/mL) for 15 min at
55�C, followed by heat inactivation for 10 min at 95�C. The DNA
concentration was determined using a NanoDrop2000 spectropho-
tometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and adjusted to 1 ng/mL. A PCR
amplification strategy (30 cycles to reduce risk of amplification
bias) involving 9 overlapping amplicons29 was used (polymerase:
Phanta Max Super-Fidelity DNA Polymerase, Vazyme [Nanjing,
China]), and the resulting PCR products were pooled and purified.
Afterward, DNA quality was assessed using a NanoDrop2000 spec-
trophotometer. Total DNA at 250 ng (�200 fmol) per sample was
subjected to library preparation.

Long-read sequencing and data analysis

Long-read sequencing analysis was conducted as previously
described,26 using a MinION Mk1C sequencer and a Flongle adaptor
(ONT, Oxford, UK). To prepare the sequencing library, the pooled
PCR products were subjected to library preparation using the
Sequencing by Ligation Kit (ONT, SQK-LSK109) in combination
with the Native Barcoding kit (ONT, EXP-NBD104) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The final library was quantified using
a Qubit4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), loaded at a total of 10–15 fmol
onto a Flongle flow cell (chemistry R9.4.1) and subjected to an 8-
to 12-h sequencing run. Notably, newer generations of Flongle flow
cells and the ligation sequencing kit (chemistry R10.4.1) allow for
less input, thus reducing the total library input to 5–10 fmol.
FAST5 files were subjected to basecalling using the guppy basecaller
software (version 6.4). The initial basecalling settings to determine
optimal read quality included --min_qscore 7, --require_barcodes_
both_ends, --enable_trim_barcodes, --barcode_kits “EXP-NBD104,”
and used the guppy super-accuracy basecalling mode (-c dna_
r9.4.1_450bps_sup.cfg). Alternatively, FASTQ files directly derived
from the sequencing device were used. In this case, the minimum
quality score is 9 by default and can be adjusted accordingly (see
the section coding for further information).

Subsequently, the resulting FASTQ files were concatenated into single
FASTQ files (Linux: cat/path/to/fastq/files/*.fastq >/your/new/loca-
tion/output.fastq; Windows: type \path\to\fastq\files\*.fastq> \your\
new\location\output.fastq; inexperienced users: please refer to our
concatenation tool available at https://mitopore.de/static/concat.
html) and aligned to the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence
(rCRS, NC_012920) using Minimap2 (version 2.24).31 In general,
for data derived fromWGS experiments, mapping reads into the com-
plete reference genome is advisable to reduce the risk of false align-
ment of NUMTs to mtDNA, which would negatively affect variant
Molec
calling accuracy. However, our mtDNA enrichment approach (see
the cell culture section above) eliminates the risk for NUMTs contam-
ination, which justifies alignment to themuch shorter rCRS for perfor-
mance reasons. SNV calling was performed using Mutserve (version
2.0) with a heteroplasmy variant calling threshold level of 0.05.

Short-read sequencing and data analysis

To compare the fidelity of ONT sequencing with NGS (sequencing by
synthesis), the MT-ND5 target sequence of a known heteroplasmic
sample was enriched for either 10 or 15 cycles to reduce the risk of
PCR bias. Afterward, 1 mL of this PCR product was used as a template
to amplify a 241-bp target sequence encompassingm13513 and to add
adaptor sequences for a second dual-barcoding PCR reaction. PCRs
were performed using Phanta Max High Fidelity Polymerase (Va-
zyme) according to the manufacturer’s instructions for 15, 20, or 25
cycles. Subsequently, a second level barcoding PCR adding individual
barcodes to each sample was performed using 1 mL of this PCR as a
template with the same cycling conditions for 19 cycles. For the com-
plete list of primer sequences, please refer to Table S1. PCR products
were combined together, and then subjected to size separation using a
1% agarose gel. Subsequently, gel extraction (GeneJet, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) was performed to purify the amplicons. Illumina (San
Diego, CA) library preparation was carried out as previously
described.60 The resulting low-diversity Illumina library was quanti-
fied by Qubit4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), loaded at a concentration
of 6 pM and balanced by adding 30% Phix on an Illumina MiSeq
benchtop sequencer. The library was sequenced with the Nano V2 re-
agent kit (2 � 150) in a single-end sequencing configuration, with a
total of 251 cycles. Data were obtained in FASTQ format and analyzed
with Mitopore as described above and by using OutKnocker.61

Mathematical model and long-read parameter estimation

To estimate the number of reads necessary to call an SNV with a
certain confidence, we used a formula based on population estima-
tion. Briefly, we calculated the number of reads (n) necessary to call
a phenotype with differing levels of confidence intervals (z*), margin
of error (M), and sensitivity of detection/error rate (s) for differing
levels of estimated (here: target detection rates, for example, for
known heteroplasmies) population proportions (bp):

n =
� z�

M � s
�2bpð1�bpÞ

z� = z � score for CI

M = Margin of error

bp = population estimator

s = sensitivity

Assuming different parameters, we suggest aiming for the number of
reads listed in Table S2 to correctly represent the distribution of ex-
pected heteroplasmy levels when using our workflow. Assessment
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of the lower limit of detection was made by mixing DNA of samples
with known homoplasmy at m4295 (G or A) at ratios of 1:1,000,
1:100, 1:50, 1:20, 1:10, 1:5, and 1:2, followed by ONT sequencing on
a Flongle flow cell.

Downsampling and testing of the mathematical reads

estimation

FASTQ files from a sample with a heteroplasmy of 0.18–0.2 as deter-
mined by NGS (sequencing by synthesis) were downsampled to vary-
ing numbers of reads using the sequence toolkit (seqtk, available from
https://github.com/lh3/seqtk) with the sample command: seqtk sam-
ple input.fastq target_nr_of_reads > output.fastq. The command was
resampled five times with different seeds to ensure reproducible sam-
pling among reads. Afterward, FASTQ files were aligned to the rCRS
using Minimap2 (version 2.24), subjected to SNV calling using Mut-
serve as described (sequencing data analysis), and visualized using R
ggplot2 (version 3.4.2).62

Development of the Mitopore webserver

The Mitopore.de user interface is designed for effortless usage,
requiring minimal adjustments of parameters. The user can upload
oneormultiple FASTQorBAMfiles compressed to a single zip archive,
select the reference sequence of interest (default: human rCRS), select
the baseline reads threshold for the coverage visualization plot, choose
FASTQ quality control and filtering, and choose variant calling algo-
rithm (default: SNVs). Upon providing an e-mail address, users receive
notifications when their results are available for download. The result
reports are accessible for offline use and stored for 7 days. A
CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Com-
puters and Humans Apart) serves as a safeguard against uncontrolled
traffic and exploitation from multiple requests. Multiple requests are
processed one after another; the task queue is thus speed defining. Since
the computational time needed per request of, for example, four com-
pressed FASTQ files is usually <10 min; fast delivery of results in <2 h
can be expected for SNV detection. In cases of indel detection, waiting
times can be longer, up to several hours. For large requests, we recom-
mend downloading the command line tool (available at https://github.
com/thachnguyen/mitopore_workflow),which can improve computa-
tional speed depending on the computer used. The maximum upload
limit per submission is 1 Gb, ensuring that up to 10 complete human
mitochondrial genomes can be analyzed simultaneously. An increasing
number of samples can be analyzed in parallel for position-specific ap-
proaches. We have implemented multiple security measures. Connec-
tion with the server is secured with the https protocol, and original
FASTQ files are deleted automatically from the server directly after
processing. The user’s e-mail address is only stored temporarily for
sending the results. The e-mail address and final results are kept on
the server for 7 days. Thereafter, all of the data are removed automat-
ically. No personal information is stored. Users should not use any
personally identifiable information as sample names.

Coding

Mitopore.de is a web application developed in a full-stack of Python
(version 3.10.6), R (version 4.2.1), Java (version openjdk 11.0.19),
10 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 32 June 20
JSscript (version ES13) using the Django web framework
(version 4.1.1).

To visualize the results, CGV.js (version 1.1.0) and R ggplot2 (version
3.4.2)62 were used. The primary algorithms of Mitopore have been
seamlessly integrated into a webserver. In addition, Mitopore offers
the flexibility to operate in a local mode through a command line
interface or Docker container (https://hub.docker.com/repository/
docker/thachdt4/mitopore_local). (Please visit https://github.com/
thachnguyen/mitopore_workflow for all resources used inMitopore.)
The webserver functions as follows: initially, the output of the
mtDNA sequencing, for example, from an ONT sequencer, in the
form of FASTQ files, undergoes quality control based on R shortRead
(version 1.56.1)63 and provides information on average base quality,
read length, read number per sample, and GC content. In this step,
the average read quality is given by the settings from the sequencing
run. In general, a minimum quality threshold of 7 and at least the high
accuracy basecalling model for most applications are recommended.
If the mutations of interest are present at high frequencies (e.g., above
0.75), then quality score thresholds can be adjusted accordingly. An
alternative quality improvement process based on eliBQ can be cho-
sen optionally. eliBQ filters FASTQ sequences by taking individual
base quality rather than average base quality per read into account
(for details, see the section development of the mitopore webserver
in the results). Note that eliBQ is indispensable for indel detection
because Mutect2 does not process the provided data derived from
Flongle flow cell-derived ONT sequencing. The eliBQ filtering is
experimental because it lacks validation with patient-derived indel
data. Indels are reported after additional stringent filtering post Mu-
tect2 calling. Only indels at a read depth of >200 and a heteroplasmy
between 0.2 and 0.8 are considered. The artificial breakage region of
the rCRS (m16024-580) is excluded from indel calling due to error-
prone ONT sequencing. Due to quality limitations and challenges
in handling indels with ONT data, we filter out equal-sized base sub-
stitutions of >1 (e.g., AA>AC, GC>GG) and 1-nt deletions (e.g.,
AA>A, CT>C). This ensures the accuracy of our analysis. For SNV
calling or indel calling from high-quality short-read sequencing
data, the use of eliBQ is considered optional because its utilization
does not enhance the calling quality enough to warrant the increased
computational power needed. In addition, the eliBQ filter may not be
necessary for indel calling on ONT sequencing-derived data in the
future because high accuracy duplex basecalling yields drastically
improved quality of sequencing data. The eliBQ code is available
under https://github.com/thachnguyen/mitopore_workflow/blob/
main/mitopore_local/apps.py in two functions: def convert_fastq
and def select_subset.

Afterward, long reads from ONT sequencers are aligned to the rCRS
or the mtDNA reference for Homo sapiens, Rattus norvegicus, Mus
musculus, Danio rerio, Caenorhabditis elegans, or a custom reference
using Minimap2 (version 2.24).31 Note that nonhuman sequences
have not undergone extensive testing, but are anticipated to perform
equally well depending on the quality of the sequencing experiment.
For short reads (e.g., derived from Illumina sequencers), bwa64 is used
24
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as the alignment tool due to better performance. Alignment quality
control of the resulting BAM files, including number of mapped se-
quences, number of reads, and duplicates, is performed based on sam-
tools (version 1.7) flagstat.

Variants are called from aligned BAM files via Mutserve32 (default for
SNV) or Mutect233 (for indels >1 nt; currently only positions in the
coding region [tRNA, rRNA, mRNA] with the single major genotype
additional to the reference are considered to be indels with high con-
fidence when at a depth of R200 reads and a heteroplasmy level be-
tween 0.2 and 0.8), and identified SNVs are analyzed with Haplogrep
324 to provide haplogroup information. Notably, other variant calling
tools designed for short-read sequencing (e.g., Strelka65) were unable
to process noisy long-read sequencing data in our hands. The final
output report is presented in html format and includes comprehen-
sive mtDNA analysis. Due to the challenges of ONT sequencing in
resolving polynucleotide stretches, those containing at least six iden-
tical nucleotides are excluded from the disease table and plot (poly fil-
ter). Called variants with insufficient read depth are filtered out ac-
cording to Table S2 (at 90% confidence interval [CI]; cov filter) and
the STRAND_BIAS filter is neglected for variants with a hetero-
plasmy level >0.75 when the coverage at the position of interest is
high enough according to Table S2. These filters do not need to be
applied for high-quality data as derived from short-read or high-qual-
ity long-read sequencing. For these methods, the webserver offers the
respective Minimap2 alignment options. The vcfs resulting from SNV
or indel calling are annotated with variant information from
MITOMAP38 and visualized as a comprehensive dot plot using a
custom R script. For dynamic visualization, an interactive plot is
generated using CGV, version 1.1.0 implemented in Javascript
(ES13).66 The CGV plot provides and highlights SNV information
for every sample track, provides comprehensive reference sequence
coverage information, and presents the according base changes all
showcased to the reference sequence track. All of these software com-
ponents are deployed within our Django/Apache web service. The
server uses a moderate configuration with 6 CPU cores (Intel i5-
8400) @ 2.80 GHz 64 bit (906EA), 32 GB DDR Memory and Ubuntu
22.04.2 LTS 64 bit. The webserver workflow is depicted as a flowchart
in Figure S2.

Comparison of sequencing methods

Although the Mitopore workflow and webserver are primarily
tailored to low-quality long-read ONT sequencing data, they also
work with high-quality NGS sequencing data. To compare the per-
formance of the Mitopore approach consisting of PCR enrichment
of mtDNA followed by ONT sequencing on a Flongle flow cell
with different sequencing technologies, we used publicly available Il-
lumina short-read WGS data,48 ONT long-read WGS performed in
our laboratory,67 and Pacbio long-read WGS performed by an
external company (Bioscientia). Reads were aligned to the human
genome (GRCh38), reads mapped to the mtDNA extracted, and un-
aligned FASTQ files generated, which were subjected to www.
Mitopore.de using the appropriate alignment options for ONT, Illu-
mina, and PacBio. Resulting vcf files were merged and variant, with a
Molecu
threshold of 0.05 considered for comparison. Comparison was car-
ried out using R and visualized using ggplot2 (version 3.4.2)62 and
ComplexHeatmap (version 2.14.0).68

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
All of the sequencing data, including FASTQ files and variant calling
results from iPSC lines, were deposited at Mendeley Data (Dobner,
Jochen; Nguyen, Thach; Rossi, Andrea (2024), “Mitopore mtDNA
integrity analysis data,” Mendeley Data, V2, https://doi.org/10.
17632/6k5gmhwvd5.2).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.omtm.2024.101231.
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